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Here we continue our numerical investigation of one-dimensional motion of Sommerfeld sphere with total charge Q, mechanical mass m and radius a [1] .
We consider the one dimensional motion in the symmetrical potential hole, produced by Coulomb fields of two equal point charges q at distance 2D apart them (Coulomb field has one important property -it generates the force, acting on the uniformly charged sphere, of the same value as if the charge of sphere was concentrated at its center).
For dimensionless variables y = R/2a, x = ct/2a, d = D/2a the equation of motion of the sphere is
Later on we take k = 1. It is useful to compare solutions of (1) with point charge motion in the same field, governed by the following relativistic equation without radiation force:
A.
Depending on initial conditions we have found three types of solutions of eq. (1):
(i) damping oscillations, (ii) oscillations without damping (radiationless motion), (iii) motion with growing amplitude ("climbing-up-the-wall solution") (at least, on the first stage of evolution).
Existence of radiationless solutions for Sommerfeld model was discovered long time ago by Schott [2] . In our case this type of solutions one can easily obtain from weak-velocity approximation for eq. (1), when dy/dx ≪ 1, y ≪ d and eq.(1) takes the form
here w 2 = 4kM/d 3 , with solution y(x) = A cos(wx) for w = 2πn, n = ±1, 2, ...
Exotic type (iii) of solution (compared with motion of point particle) we present here for the following initial conditions:
( 1 fig. (A.1-A.2 ). Curves yz, yq correspond to coordinates of Sommerfeld sphere and point charge (Fig. A.1) ; horizontal axis is x.
On Fig. A. 2 is placed the values of energy E(x)
which is constant for point-particle motion without radiation reaction in the potential hole (Eq) ( and is equal for our initial conditions approximately to 6.8758 ) and varies for Sommerfeld sphere (Ez).
One can see that there is the following main property of motion of Sommerfeld sphere:
the sphere on its motion from one wall of the hole towards the other climbs on more higher energy level than the initial (at least, on the first stage of sphere evolution).
Thus the sphere can jump out of a hole if its depth is limited in value. This result confirms the results of the works [3, 4] where the effects of "pumping" of extended object in the potential hole [4] (on the example of some model in classical field theory) and classical tunneling [3] (considered there for LorentzDirac equation for point particle; we understand that classical tunneling and the jump out of the potential hole are effects of the same origin) were discovered.
We see that these unusual (from point of view of classical mechanics) results are not the consequences of "point-like" description of charged particles but reflect the general features of equations with retardation (difference-differential equations).
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